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Essay Outline 

Argument: If there is one thing that I do not miss to pack when going on trips

then it lus to be my camera. 

Support 1 : I am a very nostalgic person and I also love nature. 

Support 2: My Camera Can help me make somemoneyout of my fun activity 

Thesis: I know most people find their Smartphone to be enough but my 

camera is my baby and I would never leave it behind because it helps me 

keep those precious moments tn life. 

Model Essay 

We all love different for different reasons. While some are just plain essential

for different occasions, 

others are optional. In the list Of optional Items, we all have some " MUST 

have" items when engaging in various 

activities. For instance, while going for a top, we all Carry other items b 

esides lust the very essential Items like clothes. However, If there is one 

thing that I do not miss to pack when going on trips then It has to be my 

camera due to different reasons. 

I am a very nostalgic person and I also love nature so when going out on a 

trip. I need something that helps 

capture the moment so that I can look back someday and remember that 

time. Most of the times, I ensure that I am not the one driving so that I can 
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take photos and short videos about the trip. I take photos and videos about 

anything as long as I find it fascinating. 

My camera can also help me make some money out of my fun activity. I 

usually capture excellent photos that 

I usually share With my friends. After some months of posting photos about 

my trips, someone approached me 

wanting to buy the rights to some of my photos, which I agreed. I realized 

that I could make some money out of it 

and since then, I have sold many photos to other people. I want to start 

blogging so that I can make even more money. 

I know most people find their Smartphone to be enough but my camera is 

my baby and I would never leave 

it behind because it helps me keep those precious moments in life. I cannot 

imagine going through life without a story to tell or even proof that you were 

actually there. A picture tells a thousand words and with all the photos I 

have, I must take more because my photos tell my story. 

Useful Expressions 
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